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Areas of the Congress ‘Roadmap to Humanity’

1. HUMANITIES & EDUCATION
This area refers to the concept of humanity in the various cultures.
Every culture has evolved in a limited, partial, environment, but unavoidably have
elaborated a vision of humanity and along with it probably also of peace or unity.

We invite 20 experts from different cultures to participate in the Congress. Religious
expressions as Hinduism, Judaism, Buddhism, Christianity, Islam as also other non-religious
teachings as they could be some political theories as Confucianism, Moísm,
Cosmopolitanism, aboriginal people´s views….
We are applying for UNESCO cooperation as mediator and participant.
We will contact with those experts asking them for a brief resume of their paper and then
we will send them a formal invitation to the Congress.
The contributions from those experts and their dialogues will be published in the Congress
Final Open Document and also they will be submitted to the Education Science area.
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2. DEVELOPMENT

This area refers to most urgent humanitarian needs aiming at proposing and organizing its most immediate coverture, as also the integration of
the underdeveloped areas with the rest of the World in terms of communication, infrastructure and economy.
We are inviting people who know the situation in some countries in Central Africa (People´s Republic of Congo, Central African Republic, Burundi)
and others areas as Haiti, Afghanistan, Yemen…..we are also inviting some NGOs as BRAC, MSF, Care Intl and UN agencies, not only as participants
but as mediators and organizers, as UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, WFP.
We will communicate with those persons/organizations asking them for a submission paper and then we will send them a formal invitation to the
Congress.
The contributions of those experts who know the development needs of their areas will be published in the Congress Final Open Document not
only with their immediate concrete needs but also with their consideration on the causes and solutions generically valid to put an end to
underdevelopment or misery in all parts of the world and set up the conditions for a dignified and humanity integrate life for everyone.
Once reached this public and open consensus and knowledge about objectives and processes of human development, we consider this our
primary task on human security; to which we allocate resources or to recycle current ones dedicated to partial security – opposed to each otheras also to unify human consciousness and will.
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3. SCIENCES
Sciences area is divided in six working groups with 8 participant each whose task is to propose a global cooperation system in each of those fields
of common human development.
The proposed working groups are:
1. Food
2. Health
3. Environment
4. Energy
5. Manufacture
6. Infrastructure, Logistics, Mobility
We will invite experts on those subareas among university specialists, organizations and most relevant companies and invite them to participate
sending a note about their paper in the Congress.
The companies participating in the Congress, at least four by group, are asked for a contribution of 40000 euro as participation fee (each
delegation consisting of two people).
Those experts’ contributions about human cooperation, coordination, common development and sustainability in each of their respective sectors
will be published in the Congress Open Final Document. The Projects shall be presented including their implementation conditions as costs,
investments, priorities, innovation lines, special and temporal range of the agreements to be reached for its implementation….all those conditions
could be generalized or standardized by the Congress Communication Croup.
Once achieved this public and open consensus and knowledge about human common development objectives and processes, it can be analyzed
by anyone, particularly by other experts or stakeholders in order to prevent obstacles or contribute with improvements before its
implementation.
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4. SECURITY
Human security is today a competence of the states, therefore all of them are invited to
participate with help from the UN, we are applying for its valuable support.
We will invite 20 signified specialists in security, defense, taking into account its origin so that all
geographical zones are included and asking for an advance of their vision on a common human
security system and then they will be send a formal invitation to the Congress.
The task of this working group is to compose a common proposal for a global security system
whose evaluation will be based on the estimation of bigger and faster disarmament its
implementation might generate.
It is to be considered the welfare of those demobilized and affected by disarmament.
The final proposal is to be presented to all states and they shall consult with their citizens if they
agree with the implementation of the common global security system and once all agree, it has
to be carried out transparently.
The agreement will be also published in the Congress Final Open Document and submitted to the
Education area.
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5. WOMEN ISSUES

Women have last word.
Therefore, we will invite signified specialists for them to send their paper proposals
about women empowerment, then a formal invitation will be sent to them for their
assistence.
This working group task is to reach a consensus on a common proposal for a common
system of global governance considering immediate measures to stop every abuse of
women now.
This agreement will be published in the Congress Final Open Document and submitted
to the Education area.
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6. COMMUNICATION
This Working Group will be in charge of
Global Coordination and
Communication and therefore also the
results of this Congress, including the
validity criteria for the execution or
implementation of the agreements
reached in it.
We will invite the main communication
companies considering main linguistic
areas inviting them to send us a
proposal for a system of standardized
global communication as also a
channel for it.

The Communication Working Group will
agree about the Standardization Method
of Global Communication and its Channel
and it will be used to communicate the
Congress results, the Final Document.
The criteria, characteristics and bases of
the agreement on Global Communication
Method will be published in the Congress
Open Final Document and also submitted
to the Education area.
The Communication Group is the first
Group to be formed because its task
includes the call for the Congress and their
delegates will be members of the Congress
Organizing Committee.

